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How a lucky break and a sidearm style revived Trevor
Hildenberger's career

Trevor Hildenberger

Dan Hayes Sep 23, 2018 3

BERKELEY, Calif. — Trevor Hildenberger plans to buy John Riley an adult beverage if the two ever run into one
another in San Jose. If it hadn’t been for Riley, a catcher in the San Francisco Giants farm system, Hildenberger’s
baseball career as we know it never would have happened.

The Twins reliever’s collegiate career was finished after the 2013 season. Hildenberger still had a year of eligibility
remaining at the University of California, but he was close to graduating and no longer had a scholarship.

Then Riley surprised everyone.

Selected by the Giants in the 31st round of the 2013 amateur draft, Riley made a last-minute decision to bypass on a
scholarship to Cal in mid-August and signed a pro contract. Then the school’s pitching coach, current Cal head coach
Mike Neu used the opportunity to try and lure back Hildenberger, who finally had some success in his fourth year with
the program after dropping down and becoming a sidearm pitcher.

The offer caught Hildenberger by surprise. While he ultimately said yes, a decision that has dramatically changed his life,
it didn’t come without serious contemplation following several difficult seasons of failure in the Pac-12. Five years and
107 major-league appearances later, Hildenberger, who pitched just 12 2/3 innings in 11 games from 2010 to 2012 at Cal,
realizes how different things could have been if not for Riley’s decision.

“I owe him a beer,” Hildenberger said. “He’s from Willow Glen, which is pretty close to where I’m from. He signed,
which freed up a scholarship and Mike Neu ended up offering it to me. It allowed me to keep playing. All I needed was
units. My requirements were done and I was just taking summer classes and I was lifting in the student center. I was
benching, which is like the worst thing ever for your shoulder. Doing absurd lifts.

“Mike called and (asked), ‘Do you want to keep playing?’ I was like, ‘Uhh, I guess.’”

Neu still remembers the phone call very well. Sitting in the Cal baseball offices late last week, Neu recalled feeling
certain that Hildenberger, who posted a 5.31 ERA in 57 2/3 innings at Cal in 2013, would leap at the chance. After they
got off the phone, Neu didn’t feel quite as confident.

“I don’t know he was totally on board with it right away,” said Neu, who pitched in the majors for the Oakland A’s and
then-Florida Marlins. “When you look back at the different roads he could have taken and now he’s in the big leagues …”

If you’d asked him for a five-year plan in 2013, Hildenberger couldn’t have had any idea this is how his life would have
ended up.

Even the Twins’ Northern California area scout who signed him, Elliott Strankman, who is now the team’s West Coast
supervisor, looked at Hildenberger as minor-league filler, a player with great makeup and character who could improve
everyone around him. Strankman thought there was reason to be intrigued after Hildenberger dropped down, that it was a
unique look.

But nobody saw Hildenberger achieving success in the majors on this scale. He had very little track record. He’d pitched
in Cal’s 2010 season opener as a freshman and the fourth game, then redshirted in 2011 and didn’t appear in another
contest until 2012. In between was a lot of failure. In fact, Strankman initially remembered Hildenberger because he had
an unusual last name.

“He had an odd name that kind of stood out,” Strankman said. “But he didn’t have the kind of stuff that stuck out to a
scout where they’d go, ‘Wow, he’s going to be a major-league closer one day.’”

Trevor Hildenberger at Cal in 2012, before switching to the sidearm delivery they keyed off his rise to the bigs. (Photo: Michael Pimentel/ISIPhotos.com/Courtesy Cal baseball)

Hildenberger was at sushi with his now-fiancee the day Neu called. He remembers being surprised because he mentally
had “checked out” on baseball. He’d had more success in his fourth season than ever but still hadn’t excelled. A film and
media major at Berkeley, Hildenberger instead was thinking about a career as a film critic.

Hildenberger wasn’t sure he could take any more struggling on the baseball field. When he threw over the top,
Hildenberger struggled mightily. In one intrasquad game during Fall ball, Hildenberger took over in the ninth inning with
an eight-run lead. The end result was Hildenberger being struck with two hard-hit balls and allowing nine runs, including
a walk-off, three-run homer.

“I gave up nine runs with an eight-run lead in the bottom of the ninth and recorded one out culminating with a three-run
walk-off home run by a guy who has no pop,” Hildenberger said.

So yeah, he needed a little time to mull it over.

He’d started to change his arm slot at Neu’s suggestion in a bullpen session near the end of the 2012 season and tried it
out that summer when he played for the Bend Elks in the West Coast League. Even though he struggled in Oregon (he
had a 6.45 ERA in 22 1/3 innings), Hildenberger had flashes of success.

He wasn’t sure if it was sustainable, but it got him on the mound.

“At that point in my career I had 12 innings and all I wanted to do was pitch,” Hildenberger said. “I’d do anything.

“I broke people’s bats, which I hadn’t done in a long time. Breaking people’s bats felt really good and I’d get swings and
misses, silly looking swings on fastballs down and in to righties … this could be something to work with and by the end
of the summer I felt pretty competitive, at least. I felt good going back to school.”

Hildenberger liked what he’d been able to accomplish in 2013 by throwing sidearm. But it wasn’t enough to get him
drafted after his fourth year. Still, he felt comfortable enough with the adjusted throwing style to accept Neu’s offer.

From there, Hildenberger took off.

“That senior year he was a different guy,” Neu said. “There were times he was unhittable.”

Hildenberger struck out 48 batters in 47 2/3 innings and posted a 2.83 ERA in 2014. He tied a school-record with 10
saves. And more important, the pitcher who used to surrender 2-to-3 homers a weekend in intrasquad games only yielded
one. Part of it was the odd angle and part was the improved velocity. Hildenberger went from throwing low-to-mid 80s to
touching 92 from the side.

Strankman said Cal assistant coach Tony Arnerich began providing velocity updates and hounding him to come see the
fifth-year senior pitch.

“’Hey, you’ve got to check out this Hildenberger guy,’” Strankman said. “He’s making quite the showing. I remember
seeing him. I just never thought he had the command or velocity to be effective. Everything kind of came together. He
started throwing harder.”

Strankman and several higher-ups in the Twins scouting department happened to be at the Cal-Oregon State game late in
the Pac-12 season to take a look at the Beavers’ Michael Conforto, who was possibly in play for Minnesota. The Twins
picked fifth that season and instead selected Nick Gordon. But Strankman asked for a detailed report from the others if
Hildenberger pitched.

He did and the Twins liked what they saw as a potential late-round pick.

“I liked the guy,” Strankman said. “I thought there was something unique about him. I thought he was a mature kid and
he was all business and he just needed a chance.”

The Twins eventually gave him one. They selected Hildenberger with the 650th overall pick of the draft, taking him in
the 22nd round. He received a $1,000 signing bonus, which came out to $571 after taxes.

Four years after resuming his career at Cal, Hildenberger is a sidearm-throwing major-leaguer with a 4.20 ERA in 113 2/3 innings for the Twins. (Photo: Brad Rempel/USA
TODAY Sports)

Hildenberger continued to pitch well in the minors. He combined on a 2.48 ERA in 29 innings with 32 strikeouts his first
season and backed it up with a 1.55 ERA and 80 whiffs in 64 innings the following year. The success continued all the
way through 2017 until Hildenberger was promoted last June.

Former Cal teammate Marcus Semien couldn’t believe the difference he saw in Hildenberger. The two played together
when Hildenberger was a freshman and only threw over the top. Semien had later heard Hildenberger’s story about the
nine-run inning and the aftermath when the pitcher sat on a bench in the shower for 45 minutes to an hour.

“They called it the Hildenberger seat,” said Semien, who’s now with the Oakland A’s. “It’s a totally different at-bat now
facing him. I’m really happy for him. We go to the Cal golf tournament every year. He told his story to everybody. It’s a
great story.

“That’s what you’ve got to do if something is not working the way you want it to. His was an extreme adjustment. But
you have to make adjustments to get where you want to be in this game, or at least try. If it doesn’t work, it doesn’t work.
But at least you went after something.”

Hildenberger didn’t know his teammates’ name for the shower bench until his fifth year. By then he’d had some success.

Now, it’s a punchline for him. But that particular outing was a low point for Hildenberger, a moment to think about his
career and failures. Ironically, it’s also become a benchmark to provide perspective for any current struggles.

“Nobody told me that to my face until I was a fifth-year senior,” Hildenberger said. “It’s where you contemplate life
when you’re depressed.

“Once I had some success they were like, ‘OK, it’s cool to tease him about this.’”

Hildenberger thinks those previous failures have him better prepared for major-league struggles. His first full season in
the majors has had its share of high points and low points. He had a 2.06 ERA through June 28 when he had a rough
showing at Wrigley Field. Hildenberger surrendered a homer in four straight games in early August and yielded a walk-
off grand slam last week in Kansas City. Saturday night, he threw the wild pitch that gave the A’s a walk-off win over the
Twins.

He’s also been trustworthy enough to move up the ladder in Paul Molitor’s bullpen. He has converted seven of 11 saves
and is responsible for myriad swings and misses from opponents.

“That (intrasquad) outing helps me deal with walk-off grand slams in Kansas City and allowing homers in four
consecutive games,” Hildenberger said.

Hildenberger knows he has come a long way from that final bullpen session in the 2012 season when it felt like he was
“scraping the ground” with his knuckles. He’s developed a changeup he didn’t have in college and his slider is improved.
He also has worked with bullpen coach Eddie Guardado how to handle the rollercoaster of a major-league season.

“I know I’ve come a long way and it feels like that,” Hildenberger said. “But while you’re in it, you don’t see the scope
of it and don’t understand all the steps I’ve taken. When my career is over in the future, hopefully a long ways away, I
can look back and say, ‘I made some serious adjustments and put in the work to be somebody who grew from a hungry
baseball player who just wanted to play to a legitimate option in the big leagues.’ That’s something I’m pretty proud of.”

And yet, it might never have happened had Riley decided to stay at Cal.

“(Riley) has no idea how profoundly he impacted my life,” Hildenberger said. “I definitely owe him a beer.”

(Top photo: Hannah Foslien/Getty Images)
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